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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce Ourselves



Medical Practice Environment 
1. Physician Work Dissatisfaction 
 
       Administrative burdens   
 

o Insurance burdens 
o Compliance with HIPAA 
o Implementation of ICD-10 

 
  Loss of control over practice environment  



Medical Practice Environment 

2.  Loss of Revenue 
 
 Declining reimbursements 
 
 ACA impact on physician practice 
 

o Shift to value based care  
o New plans often have higher copays & deductibles 
o Claim denials 
o Increased operational costs (IT) 
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Today we would like to discuss 3 issues that are a result of the current medical practice environment:Concierge MedicineRetail SalesNutritional SubstancesAs we discuss each issue, we invite your comments on the ethical implications of such practices



1. Concierge Medicine 
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CONCIERGE MEDICINE       What is Concierge Medicine?Closed practice that includes a smaller number of patients (100-600) than normally would be treated by a typical primary care practice (1000 patients).Sometimes accept private insurance and Medicare, sometimes do not accept any insuranceFor a fixed annual fee, this limited patient pool can enjoy a variety of special services:	-Same day, next day, or weekend appointments	-Extended visits	-House calls	-Direct phone access to physician 	-Telephone and email consultations	-Upgraded waiting roomsFees range from $1,500-$250,000/year 6,000 doctors nationally have moved to concierge-style practices in the past 15 years, with the figure doubling just in the past five 



Why? 
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Why do we have concierge medicine?From the Physicians Point of ViewConcept of concierge medicine born out of physician frustration due to perfect storm of 3 factors:Decreased reimbursement;Increased practice costs (such as malpractice insurance); andGreater administrative burdens imposed by both Medicare and private insurersFrom the Patient Point of ViewFrustration with health care system and waiting, easier and more convenient access with less waiting (and they are willing to pay for it)
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Pros:             (1) More time with providers          (2) Better care  (3) Improved quality of life physicians (physicians claim their quality of life is decreasing as eroding reimbursements force them to schedule more appointments each day)   (4) Improved control over medical practice  Cons: (1) Concierge practices are concentrated in wealthier and middle class families (tier of have and have nots)  (2) Shortage of primary care doctors (because primary care shortage has existed for years due to large salary disparity between specialties and primary care; if more PCP  	providers switch to the concierge model - will it contribute to the ongoing shortage in primary care and impact overall health of population)  
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First Concierge Management Firm Case - February 12, 2015 (2 months ago)In a new legal risk many thought did not exist . . . MDVIP, the nation’s largest concierge medicine practice, has seen meteoric growth since it was founded fifteen years ago promising “exceptional care” and quick access to doctors in exchange for a $1,500 annual membership fee. Jury in Palm Beach County, Fla. returned an $8.5 million malpractice verdict against the company, which has nearly 800 affiliated physicians in 41 states. The jury found MDVIP, the company, was liable for the negligence of one of its physicians. Company falsely advertised its exceptional doctors and patient care.Doctor was sued for misdiagnosing the cause of a patient’s leg pain, leading to its amputation, patient died 4 years later of leukemia. The ruling is significant because it shows concierge companies can be held liable for the care provided by their contracted doctors. The companies typically argue they do not actually provide care but merely act as brokers between doctors and patients.  MDVIP argued it was not responsible for the actions of a physician with whom it had contracted because MDVIP physicians are not directly employed by the company; the physicians pay the firm a per-patient fee for services such as marketing, branding, and other support. 
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LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUESWe Will Discuss 3 Legal Issues with Concierge Medicine?Medicare IssuesOffers physician the option of entering into participation agreements with Medicare. In exchange for physicians entering agreement, Medicare provides physicians with 5% higher reimbursement. In turn, the physicians agree to accept the fee schedule set by Medicare and not charge their patient more. If a physician does not want to participate, he or she can opt out.Legal questions about what happens when physicians who are part of the Medicare system, provide concierge services. Some of the annual fee arguably covers services covered by Medicare and as physicians participating with Medicare, are they charging more than the fee schedule set by Medicare. Difficult to tell because all concierge services not articulated, bundled together, and sometimes situational what Medicare covers. Some say it clear what Medicare doesn’t cover so if physicians stick to those services, should be okay. Other say the safest bet is to drop out of treating Medicare patients completely.Q: Could this lead to some physicians no longer treating Medicare patients (two-tier system), no longer treating Medicare patients who cannot pay a retainer fee, or coercing Medicare patients into signing concierge agreements (violation of Anti-kickback provisions)? 2. State Insurance IssuesTo the extent concierge practices charge members a fixed, prepaid amount for a bundle of guaranteed services, they could be found to be providing insurance in violation of state insurance laws. Practices then subject to insurance regulations and failure to comply with them is a violation of the law.3. State or Federal Discrimination LawsDo concierge fees violate state rules against discrimination of HMO and PPO patients (only offered to those who can afford fees)? Treating patients differently based on ability to pay.Is there a discriminatory impact based on race, religion, gender due to the fees that could be against federal antidiscrimination laws  (according to a 2005 study – concierge practice doctors typically see fewer black and Hispanic patients than physicians in traditional practices)?See this in case we will discuss – companies can be responsible for discriminatory conduct.Ethical Issues Raised by Concierge Medicine?Q: This is something we see in other fields (e.g., law firms charge different rates). Is there something about healthcare that causes us to question this model?Q: We hear the adage, “there are some things money can’t buy”. These days, not many (e.g., access to car pool lane, prison cell upgrades, surrogate mothers, right to immigrate, right to shoot an endangered species, the right to emit carbon into the atmosphere). In this world marketplace, are there some things that shouldn’t be for sale? Are there moral limits of markets? Are we concerned about inequality? Corruption of purpose? Q: Tufts Medical Center in Boston, MA was the first academic medical center to operate a concierge clinic (charges annual fee to 600 patients). The fees benefit the Tufts primary care practice. Do the ends justify the means? In other words, if medical centers use some of the profits from the clinics to support research or low income medical care, does this matter?Q: Abandonment issues – physicians switch to concierge practices and “drop” patients. What about if seriously ill? What obligations to assist with transitions? What about ability to travel distances to find other physicians?Q: Some physician’s hospital privileges are contingent on Medicare participation. If physicians drop out of treating Medicare patients, will they lose hospital privileges? What will this mean for the quality of hospital care?



2. RETAIL SALES 
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Vending machines in medical offices dispensing medications. Companies in some states are licensed as pharmaceutical wholesalers.Pros:           (1) Improved compliance with filling prescriptions (25% scripts not filled)         (2)  Improved revenue for physicians         (3) Point of service more efficient for patientsCons: (1) This practice can potentially place patients at risk for medication error (no "double-checking" by pharmacist or last check)   Selling medications in doctors offices could potentially "cannibalize" business from the pharmacies and ultimately increase costs (insurers keep prices in control by using	formularies, preferred pharmacies, economies of scale like mail order) 
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Legal IssueSome states (NJ) require a pharmacist to be involving in dispensing medicine.Ethical/Practical ConcernsQuigMeds – Medical Vending machine company placing machines in doctor office’s in Pennsylvania (Plymouth Meeting). Cost of $240/month estimated to make doctor’s $10,000/year Q: Does this point of service make sense in terms of efficiency? If it makes sense, why are some opposed (we have this arrangement with Super Stores – WalMart; banks in supermarkets)?Q: Incentive for doctors to over prescribe medicine (more medicine, more money) or prescribe medicine offered at their practice?Q: What about practice of providing free samples of generic medicines to patients (piolet program tested by Aetna – savings to them when patients refill with generic that they might not otherwise have tried)?



3. NUTRITIONAL    
SUBSTANCES 
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Q: Should doctors be entering into unregulated field (confusing regulated with unregulated in that doctors seen as experts so patients more willing to accept advice)?Q: Should doctors be providing advice in such areas given their lack of training?Q: Is this just a shift in what we expect of our doctors (eastern and western medicine) and should medical schools be promoting research and study in nutritional fields and alternative medicine?
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